July 28 mODE: Monday Online Digest for Employees

Monthly Essential Training Theme: Growth & Impact

As we continue in our email glut reduction efforts, we encourage you to read mODE: Monday Online Digest for Employees from the Organizational Development & Effectiveness team (ODE).

Contributions from those who regularly send Library-wide e-mails are welcomed (add on the wiki or send to Margaret/Ryan for inclusion).

Why dig through 11 e-mails when you can read ONE?

LIBRARY

Online Learning Opportunities this Week (.docx)

Emotional Intelligence in Your Workplace

Part 2: Wednesday July 30 / 12-1pm / Mary Cheadle Room

In the first session of this 3-part series, we discussed the idea of Emotional Intelligence and why interest in the field is increasing. We delved into how our behavioral styles can affect our levels of emotional intelligence.

In the second session, we'll take a closer look at emotions:

- What are emotions anyway?
- Are we even aware of them when they happen?
- Can we control them?

Then we will “look in the mirror” and begin to explore the first two of the four elements of Emotional Intelligence.

Part 3: Friday August 8 / 12-1pm / Mary Cheadle Room

In the last session, we will investigate the other two elements – by probing how our emotions affect how we interact with others. We'll also discover the potential for improving our emotional intelligence, why it matters in the workplace, and why it might be challenging to do so.

The use of emotional intelligence in the workplace can benefit every staff member. Less conflict and fewer hurt feelings lead to a more inspiring and productive workplace.

Please sign up here: http://tinyurl.com/JulyRegistrations

CAMPUS

Gaucho Farmers Market

Wednesday 11-3pm between North Hall and Campbell Hall

https://www.facebook.com/gauchocertifiedfarmersmarket

LUNA Summer Social

Knowing that our work is never ending, LUNA would like to invite you to network with us at our summer social! We would love to welcome you to the family!

When: Wednesday, August 6th
Where: Beachside Bar & Café
Time: 5:30-7pm

The Latin@ UCSB Network Association (LUNA) focuses on providing activities and opportunities to assist in the retention, professional development, and promotion of Latino/a faculty and staff at UCSB. LUNA serves as an organization that promotes respect and understanding of Latina/o cultures in order to recruit, retain, celebrate, and value Latina/o faculty and staff.

More information about LUNA can be found on Facebook (www.facebook.com/LUNA_UCSB)

Contact LUNA Programming Co-Chairs with any questions: Brenda Curiel (Brenda.Curiel@sa.ucsb.edu) or Monica Ballon-Kalinowski (Monica.Ballon-Kalinowski@sa.ucsb.edu)

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

ACADEMIC LIBRARIES

August 11, 2014
Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA

The colloquium invites all who are interested in current and potential partnerships between academic librarians, faculty who teach service learning courses and service learning partners. The conference is designed to facilitate the sharing of research, ideas, perspectives and best practices in library engagement with/in academic service learning. The colloquium will feature a keynote speaker, 30-minute presentations, round table discussions, and poster sessions. The conference will be limited to 75 attendees to facilitate opportunities to network and connect with colleagues in this emerging focus area of librarianship. After the conference, presentations and content from the 2014 event will be added here.

More info ...

Interested in Assessment?
Learn About Ithaka S+R’s Local Survey Program

Wed, Jul 30, 2014 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM PDT

Ithaka S+R's local surveys program can help your institution continue adapting to changing stakeholder needs. In addition to our well-known surveys of faculty members, we also provide survey options to cover your undergraduate, graduate, and professional students. And, we have a variety of services to help you interpret your survey findings and drive evidence-based decision-making at your library, as well as more broadly in your college or university.
RDA for Music: Scores

A group viewing of this MLA webinar has been sponsored by the Library.

Thursday July 31 / 11:30am-1pm / 3562J

RDA (Resource Description and Access) is the new cataloging standard intended as the successor to AACR2. The Library of Congress and other U.S. national libraries implemented RDA in March 2013, with many libraries across the country following suit. For some, implementation has been gradual, limited to certain types of materials, while others have implemented RDA for all cataloging activities. In this workshop, Nancy Lorimer and Kevin Kishimoto will teach the basics of cataloging music scores using the current RDA standard. This workshop is designed for anyone who catalogs these materials and needs to learn how to do so in RDA.

Topics include:
? RDA instructions pertaining to notated music and their location in the Toolkit
? Differences between RDA instructions and those for cataloging scores in AACR2
? Supplemental guidelines for cataloging music in RDA, including the Music Library Association's Best Practices
? MARC fields and subfields that accommodate RDA data for notated music

From the July 2014 CARL Newsletter

Awards, Publications and Presentations

Lisa Burgert, University of San Diego, and Angela Boyd, UC Santa Barbara, will present a paper titled, "California's Changing Landscape: Lifelong Information Literacy's Survey of IL" at the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions Information Literacy Satellite Meeting held at the Limerick Institute of Technology in Limerick, Republic of Ireland, August 14-15, 2014. The purpose of the presentation is to disseminate the results of surveys administered in 2006 and 2013, by Lifelong Information Literacy, which identified common content taught and gaps in IL instruction across all types of libraries in California.

Read full newsletter ...

Library Assessment Conference

Sherri Barnes, Margaret Driscoll, Alex Johnson, Rebecca Metzger and Sarah Steinmann will be attending the 2014 ARL /UW Library Assessment Conference in Seattle next week (August 3-7). After their return, a program of sharing what they learned will be scheduled. Stay tuned!!

Parking Structure 10 Concrete Façade Repair: Repair to the concrete façade at the entrance to Parking Structure 10 will take place on Tuesday, July 29th and Wednesday, July 30th. The right side entrance will be closed and there will be traffic control in place to divert vehicle traffic through left side entrance.

Parking Structure 10 Speed Bumps: As many regular users of this parking structure have already noticed, we installed new speed bumps and other safety measures in Parking Structure 10 several weeks ago. We received, and we have carefully considered, many very thoughtful comments about the speed bumps, as well as many requests to replace these new bumps with a "lower impact" alternative. By popular demand, we will be removing the existing bumps very soon. Over the next several weeks we plan to obtain various alternative speed bumps to test in the structure (we will likely test at one or two key locations). We encourage continued feedback from users during this test period. We installed these speed bumps after receiving numerous comments about excessive speeds in the parking structure. The safety of everybody entering our facilities is our foremost concern, and we will continue to try to find the appropriate speed control equipment to maintain public safety while removing any unnecessary inconvenience and annoyance. Thank you for your patience as we work through this test!

Credit Card Accepting “Smart” Parking Meters: Tuesday, July 29th and Wednesday, July 30th will begin the first phase of the installation of new parking meters. These credit card accepting “Smart” Parking Meters will provide customers convenient payment options rather than having to keep coins on hand to “feed the meter”. Phase I of the new meters will be in the following locations:

- Along Ocean Road in front of Hosford Clinic and Social Science & Media Studies building
- Along Arts Lane in front of Koegel Autism Center & Gevirtz School of Education
- The end of Ocean Road near Manzanita Village

Parking Permit Dispenser Installation: Additional permit dispensers will be installed in Parking Lots 3, 6, 27, 38 and the Information Kiosk in University Plaza. The installation of these additional permit dispensers will offer customers added convenience of additional locations throughout campus. We anticipate the completion of this project to be the first week of August.

New 15-Day Night & Weekend Permits: In an effort to improve customer convenience we will be reducing the length of the multi-day Night & Weekend permits offered from the parking permit dispensers from 30 days (for $16) to 15 days (for $8). This change will improve convenience and allow customers more flexibility. The 15-Day Night & Weekend permit will be available at all campus permit dispensers beginning August 1, 2014.

In this webinar, Roger Schonfeld will provide an overview of the program and discuss how current participants have tailored the surveys to meet the particular needs of their institutions and how the results have helped to inform their strategic planning.

https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register /120255640
New Student Convocation

Dear Colleagues:

UC Santa Barbara will continue the tradition of welcoming our incoming undergraduate students to the experience of higher education during New Student Convocation, planned for Monday, September 29, 2014, from 3-4 p.m. on the Faculty Club Lawn. This event, attended by more than 4,500 entering students last year, constitutes a key component of broader campus efforts to communicate to students the values of a UC Santa Barbara education, and the excitement of becoming part of our campus community. Our New Student Convocation is the University’s official induction ceremony for new students and the only campus ceremony for the entering class until Commencement.

This year’s ceremony will feature remarks by Executive Dean of the College of Letters and Science Melvin Oliver, a keynote address by UC Regent and UC Santa Barbara alumnus George D. Kieffer, and greetings by 2014-2015 Associated Students President Alexandra Guthy and Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Michael Young. As in previous years, faculty members will be invited to attend the event in academic regalia.

Our New Student Convocation is a special opportunity to create a sense of community for our new students in the first days of the fall quarter. I encourage you to join me and the academic leadership of our campus in welcoming our incoming class.

Sincerely,

Henry T. Yang
Chancellor

---

Interesting webzine regarding Employee Engagement /// Interesting webzine regarding Learning Organizations